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ABSTRACT: Models for estimation of structural properties of glued laminated timber (glulam) are generally based on the 
relationship between properties of the individual laminations and properties of the glulam. In this investigation, a recently 
presented machine strength grading method based on laser scanning of fibre direction fields was applied for determination 
of axial modulus of elasticity (MOE) profiles along glulam laminations. These profiles were then used to calculate edgewise 
bending MOE (EB) profiles of glulam beams. The objectives were to investigate the relationship between position of 
bending failure and position of lowest EB value along investigated beams, and the relationship between the mentioned EB 
value and bending strength of the beams. It was found that both relationships were rather weak, whereas local bending MOE 
determined in accordance with EN 408 was predicted with high accuracy on the basis of EB profiles. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 123 

Glued laminated timber (glulam) is made up of flatwise 
glued laminations forming structural elements with, in 
most cases, rectangular cross-section. The laminations are 
typically machine strength graded structural timber ≤ 50 
mm thick [1]. The grading implies that laminations are 
assigned to defined grades with different structural 
performance in terms of strength, stiffness and density. It 
is based on statistical relationships between these 
properties and non-destructively measured so called 
indicating properties (IPs) such as modulus of elasticity 
(MOE), density and various knot measures. The IPs are 
determined by application of commercial grading 
techniques typically based on e.g. flatwise bending, axial 
dynamic excitation, X-ray scanning and/or density 
determination. Since the strength of a glulam member 
subjected to edgewise bending is in most cases dependent 
on the tensile strength of the outer laminations, the grading 
is used for the purpose of optimizing the utilization of the 
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raw material; laminations of higher grades are used in the 
outer parts of the cross-section, whereas laminations of 
lower grades are placed in the inner zones, closer to the 
neutral axis. 

A distinguishing feature of glulam is the so called 
laminating effect, which means that the bending strength of 
a beam is higher than the tensile strength of its outer 
laminations. In short, this is explained by three different 
effects described in [1–5]; 1. Edgewise deflection may 
occur in a free lamination tested in pure tension. This is 
explained by non-uniform cross-sectional stress 
distribution in defect areas in which the stiffness is not 
constant over the cross-section. For a lamination glued into 
a beam subjected to bending or tension, edgewise 
deflections would be restrained by the bonding of 
laminations; 2. Defects are smeared out in glulam beams 
which results in a decrease of the probability that a defect 
that is crucial for the strength of a single lamination will 
have a similar influence on the strength of the beam; 3. 
Defects or zones of low stiffness in a lamination will be 
reinforced by adjacent laminations in a glulam beam. 
Through the bond line, stresses at a flexible section of a 
lamination are redistributed to stiffer clear wood areas in 
neighbouring laminations. 

For the purpose of understanding, evaluating and 
predicting the mechanical behaviour and performance of 



glulam beams, several different models have been 
developed [1]. Since there is a correlation between the 
bending strength of a glulam beam and the tensile strength 
of its laminations, such models are generally based on a 
relationship between properties of the glulam and 
properties of individual laminations. Foschi and Barrett [2] 
developed a model for prediction of beam strength, beam 
stiffness and variability of these properties, using basic 
lamination property data. In the model, each lamination in 
a beam is divided into cells 150 mm long and by 
application of probability density functions determined for 
different lamination grades, each cell is assigned wood 
properties in terms of density, knot-area-ratio (KAR-
value), MOE and tensile strength. The stress distribution in 
the beam corresponding to a certain load is obtained by 
finite element simulation in which each cell represents a 
finite element. The failure of the beam is based on a brittle 
weakest link criterion, i.e. the failure is assumed to occur 
when the strength capacity of any of the cells is reached, 
which means that no progressive (ductile) failure can be 
evaluated. Another model, the so-called Karlsruhe Model, 
was developed in the 1980s [6–9]. As in the model 
presented by Foschi and Barrett, a lamination is divided 
into cells to which material properties are assigned 
randomly, in this case by means of a beam lay-up 
simulation program. A lamination may include finger 
joints, density is assumed to be constant within a 
lamination, i.e. between two finger-joints, and KAR-
values, which are designed to simulate the occurrence of 
knot clusters, are assigned to each cell on the basis of 
statistical distributions. Both tensile strength and MOE are 
determined as functions of density and KAR-values. 
Particular material characteristics are assigned to cells that 
include finger joints. Compared with the model presented 
in [2], finger joints, nonlinearity in compression, and 
progressive failure could be taken into account in the 
Karlsruhe Model. However, a failure in a finger joint cell 
is assumed to be brittle resulting in an immediate collapse 
of the entire beam. A more detailed approach regarding 
characterization of the failure zone of a finger joint was 
presented by Serrano et al. [10]. By means of a nonlinear 
strain-softening model and finite element simulations it 
was possible to evaluate size effect, laminating effect and 
ductility of the joint. 

2 AIM AND SCOPE 

In this paper, the behaviour of glulam beams is 
investigated using algorithms initially developed for 
application in a recently presented method for machine 
strength grading of structural timber and EWP laminations 
[11]. Most grading methods applied on the market today 
are based on rather limited statistical relationships between 
strength and MOE, the latter being determined either as 
flatwise bending MOE over a length of about 1 meter, or 
global axial dynamic MOE. However, it is well known that 
a localized MOE is a better indicator of strength than MOE 
determined over longer spans [12–13]. In the new grading 
method presented in [11], fibre angle fields scanned on 

board surfaces are applied to determine the variation of 
edgewise bending MOE (Eb) and axial MOE (Ea), 
respectively, with a resolution of about 1 mm in the 
longitudinal direction of scanned timber pieces. 

For glulam laminations, being loaded mainly in the axial 
direction, the Ea profile is of main concern. If the Ea profile 
of each lamination in a glulam beam is determined before 
gluing, the axial stiffness variation is known in the entire 
beam. By means of stiffness integration over the beam’s 
cross-section, the edgewise bending MOE profile along the 
beam (EB) can be calculated. The research that is presented 
in this paper mainly concerns the relationship between 
lamination stiffness profiles, beam stiffness profiles and 
the failure position in beams. The purpose has been to 
investigate to what extent the longitudinal position of 
bending failure in a glulam beam corresponds with the 
position of the lowest edgewise bending MOE value found 
along the beam. The relationship in terms of coefficient of 
determination (R2) between this MOE value and beam 
bending strength has also been investigated, as well as R2 
between different MOEs. The described measurements and 
tests have been carried out within the scope of a research 
project (Mechwood II) jointly carried out by Linnæus 
University, Sweden, and Vienna University of 
Technology, Austria. 

3 MATERIALS: LAMINATIONS AND 
BEAMS 

Timber pieces intended to be used as glulam laminations 
were delivered to Linnæus University by Moelven 
Töreboda Limträ AB, Töreboda, Sweden. A total of 450 
pieces of nominal dimensions 35×95×5400 mm were 
selected and graded, at Moelven Töreboda, into two 
lamination strength classes before delivery. The classes, 
LS15 and LS22, are defined in the European Standard EN 
14081-4 [14]. The grading was based on axial dynamic 
excitation and density determination using a Precigrader 
grading machine. The number of laminations was 180 and 
270 for the LS15 and the LS22 grades, respectively. To be 
able to follow a lamination through the process, each of 
these was marked with a unique marking. Also the root 
end of each lamination was marked. 

For each of five different homogeneous beam lay-ups, see 
Figure 1, ten beams were manufactured resulting in a total 
number of 50 beams. The laminations were planed to a 
nominal thickness of 33 mm before gluing. After gluing, 
the beams were planed to a nominal width of 90 mm, 
implying that the final nominal cross sectional dimensions 
of the beams were 

 Type A: 90×132 mm (4×33 mm laminations), 
 Type B: 90×132 mm (4×33 mm laminations), 
 Type C: 90×231 mm (7×33 mm laminations), 
 Type D: 90×330 mm (10×33 mm laminations), 

and 
 Type E: 90×330 mm (10×33 mm laminations). 



 

Figure 1: Beam lay-up types A–E (length L in mm) 

A number of 10 beams of each type A and B were initially 
glued to a length of 5400 mm, but then cut in half, which 
means that a total of 20 beams of each type 2700 mm long 
were obtained. However, only 10 beams of each type A 
and B were included in this investigation.  

4 METHODS AND MEASUREMENTS 

4.1 AXIAL DYNAMIC MOE OF LAMINATIONS 

The laminations delivered to the University were of 
nominal cross-sectional dimensions (35×95 mm). For each 
such lamination, global axial dynamic MOE, Edyn,1 [Pa], 
corresponding to the first axial mode of vibration, was 
determined for ideal free-free boundary conditions as 

2
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where ρ is the density [kg/m3] of the lamination calculated 
from measured weight and the lamination’s dimensions, fa,1 
is the axial resonance frequency [Hz] of the first axial 
mode of vibration, and L is the length of the lamination 
[m]. The frequency was determined for each board using a 
hammer, a microphone (GRAS, type 26 CA), and an FFT-
analyser (DataPhysics DP700-60). 

4.2 FIBRE DIRECTION FIELDS ON LAMINATION 
SURFACES 

Fibre direction fields on both flat and edge surfaces of each 
lamination were measured using an optical scanner of 
make WoodEye, type v4, (Figure 2) equipped with four 
sets of dot laser sources and multisensor cameras. When a 
ray of laser light, which is circular in shape when it is 
transmitted from the source, hits a board surface it enters 
an elliptical shape with the longer ellipse axis oriented in 
parallel with the longitudinal direction of the fibres. This is 
due to the tracheid effect, implying that laser light is more 
easily spread in the fibre direction than in directions 
perpendicular to the fibres, or tracheids (Figure 3, top). 

Each laser source produces a number of dots oriented in a 
row perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the 
scanned lamination. The feed speed of the laminations 
through the scanner was about 60 m.p.s., and together with 
the set integration time of the cameras this resulted in a 
longitudinal scanning resolution of slightly more than 1 
mm. The lateral resolution was about 4 mm, which is 
dependent on the configuration of the chosen grid installed 
on the dot laser sources. 

 

Figure 2: WoodEye scanner, type v4 

 

Figure 3: Tracheid effect (top) and fibre direction field 
around a knot (bottom) 

4.3 AXIAL MOE PROFILES ALONG 
LAMINATIONS AND CALCULATION OF 
BEAM BENDING STIFFNESS  

As described in section 2 Aim and scope a new machine 
strength grading method [11] based on fibre direction 
fields was utilized for determination of the axial MOE 
profile along the laminations. Such direction fields, see 
example in Figure 3 (bottom), give high-resolution 
information about the angle between the local fibre 
direction and the longitudinal board direction. Since wood 
is an orthotropic material with the best structural properties 
in the fibre direction, even small angles will impair the 
strength and stiffness of a timber piece. Based on the 
knowledge of local fibre direction, and application of 
MATLAB® software algorithms, it is possible to 
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transform local stiffness properties referring to the 
direction of the fibre to directions that are parallel with the 
edges of the scanned piece. In turn, the distribution of local 
MOE in the longitudinal board direction, here denoted Ex, 
provides a basis for integration of MOE profiles valid for 
either bending or load applied in the axial direction. Since 
glulam laminations are mainly loaded in tension or 
compression, the latter profile, i.e. the profile of the axial 
stiffness Ea, was determined in this investigation. A typical 
such profile is shown in Figure 4. The maximum resolution 
is determined by the resolution of dot laser scanning in the 
longitudinal lamination direction, which in this case was 
about 1 mm. 

 

Figure 4: Typical axial MOE (Ea) profile of a lamination 

The calculation results presented in [11] was based on a 
number of assumptions also used in this research; 

 application of Bernoulli-Euler beam theory, 
 density (ρ) and MOE in the fibre direction (El) are 

constant within a board, 
 an initial value of El is assumed (El,in), 
 other stiffness properties are linear functions of El, 
 fibre directions measured on surfaces are located 

in the longitudinal-tangential plane, 
 the so-called diving angle is set to zero, and 
 the local fibre direction is assumed to be valid to a 

certain depth within the board. 

Except from ρ, the only property that must be determined 
for each board is El. This is done by application of an eigen 
value analysis of a one-dimensional finite element model 
of the board the axial stiffness profile of which is the same 
as the one obtained using the initially assumed value El,in. 
The eigen value analysis results in a calculated resonance 
frequency that is compared with the corresponding 
frequency determined experimentally, as described in 
section 4.1 Axial dynamic MOE of laminations. The El 
value employed in the 1-D model is then adjusted so that 
the calculated resonance frequency becomes identical with 
the one obtained from the experiments. 

As mentioned in section 3 Materials: laminations and 
beams each lamination, and its orientation, was possible to 
identify. This implies that each lamination, and its 
orientation, in each of the 50 beams could be recognized. 
Thus, since the Ea profile of each lamination was 

determined using the procedure described above, the axial 
stiffness variation in the entire volume of each beam was 
also known with a resolution of about 1 mm in longitudinal 
beam direction. The Ea profiles of the laminations 
contained in a certain beam were then utilized for 
calculation of the edgewise bending MOE (EB) profile of 
the entire beam. All calculations were carried out using 
MATLAB® algorithms developed for this purpose. A 
coordinate system defined in accordance with Figure 5 was 
applied. For a certain position (x) in the longitudinal 
direction, a unique Ea(x) value was defined for each 
lamination by means of the Ea profiles. The position of the 
beam’s neutral axis was calculated at each x-coordinate as 
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where n is the number of laminations in the beam and yk is 
the y-coordinate of the centre of gravity of a lamination’s 
cross-section. The edgewise bending MOE along the beam 
with respect to bending about the z-axis was then 
determined using 
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In equation (3), the contribution from bending of each 
lamination is ignored. It should be noted that Ea profiles of 
the laminations were determined on the basis of nominal 
lamination dimensions at the time of delivery to the 
University, i.e. 35×95 mm. Although the nominal 
lamination dimension in the glued beams was reduced to 
33×90 mm due to planing of both laminations and beams, 
the Ea profiles were assumed to be unchanged. 

 

Figure 5: Applied coordinate system for calculation of 
bending MOE (EB) profiles of glulam beams 

4.4 GLULAM BEAM MANUFACTURING 

After the dot laser scanning, the laminations were sent 
back to Moelven Töreboda for manufacturing of the 
beams. The laminations were subsequently planed to 33 
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mm thickness. According to the quality requirements 
regarding such production this planing was done within 24 
hours before gluing of the beams. 

The beams were produced following standard production, 
with the exception that no finger joints were introduced, 
implying that each beam consisted of full-length 
laminations. The adhesive used in the glulam production 
was a MUF-adhesive. After gluing, the beams were planed 
to final nominal thickness 90 mm, see Figure 5, and then 
sent to the University. 

4.5 BEAM MEASUREMENTS 

At the University, the global axial dynamic MOE 
(EBeam,dyn,1) of each beam was determined using the same 
equipment and procedures as those described in section 4.1 
Axial dynamic MOE of laminations. Moisture content 
(MC) was measured using an electric gauge. 

Determination of global edgewise bending MOE (Eglob), 
local edgewise bending MOE (Eloc) and bending strength 
(σm) of the beams was carried out on the basis of test 
procedures specified in EN 408 [15]. The test set-up which 
is shown in Figure 6 was such that the bending was 
introduced by lifting the beams at the two load points. The 
supports at the beam ends were acting as hold-downs. 
Loading was applied by two separate load cells, and two 
different deformations were measured; the v deformation 
was used to determine the local edgewise MOE in the mid 
part of the beam, over a length of 5 times the beam depth 
h, whereas the w deformation was used for determination 
of the global edgewise MOE. According to the applied 
standard, a timber piece tested in bending shall be 
symmetrically loaded over a span of 18 times the depth. If 
these conditions are not possible to achieve, the distance 
between the points of loading and the supports may be 
adjusted with a length of ±1.5 times the depth. In this 
investigation, such an adjustment was needed for beams of 
Types D and E for which the length denoted a in Figure 6 
was set equal to 5h. 

 

Figure 6: Test set-up for beam bending tests based on EN 
408 

The strength values (σm) were normalised to a beam depth 
of 600 mm using a size correction factor kh in accordance 
with the requirements of EN 14080 [16]: 
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where h is the depth of the beam in mm (see Formula (F1) 
in EN 14080). 

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 STIFFNESS PROFILES AND PREDICTION OF 
FAILURE POSITION 

Stiffness profiles of each of the 50 beams were calculated 
and displayed in MATLAB® diagrams. It was also 
possible to illustrate, in the same diagrams, the stiffness 
variation along any of the laminations of a beam. The 
position of the calculated weakest section, i.e. the position 
of the lowest edgewise bending MOE and the predicted 
point of failure, was identified and highlighted. Based on 
observations during and photos taken after the failure of a 
beam, the actual point of failure was also exhibited in the 
diagrams. In other MATLAB® images the variation of 
local longitudinal MOE (Ex) over flat surfaces of the 
beams was presented. Results from two typical beams are 
presented in Figures 7–8 both exhibiting results achieved 
for the span between the two point loads applied in the 
beam bending tests based on EN 408. It should be noted 
that the mentioned bending tests were carried out with the 
loading applied from underneath, se Figure 6, whereas the 
graphs, images and photos in Figures 7–8 are oriented as if 
the loading was applied from above. Thus, the photos in 
the d)-figures are actually turned upside-down. 

The beam shown in Figure 7 is beam no. A4, made up of 
four laminations of grade LS22, and the beam in Figure 8 
is beam no. E10, with a lay-up containing ten laminations 
of grade LS15. In the graphs denoted a) and b) in Figures 
7–8, the blue curves display the Ea profiles of the 
outermost laminations at the compression edges of the 
beams, the red curves show the corresponding Ea profiles 
of the outermost laminations at the tension edges, whereas 
the black curves are profiles of edgewise bending MOE of 
the entire beams (EB) determined using equation (3). In the 
two a)-graphs, the profiles are determined for maximum 
scanning resolution, whereas the b)-graphs display moving 
average MOEs calculated over 150 mm, i.e. the MOE 
value at each x-coordinate in the b)-graphs is calculated as 
the average of the MOE values over the length 

)75()75(  xxx  (5) 

where the unit of x is mm. The results for a moving 
average length of 150 mm is displayed since this length 
measure is often used as the length over which so called 
knot area ratios (KAR) are calculated for knot clusters, see 
e.g. [17–18]. It is also the length of the finite elements used 
in the glulam models described in section 1 Introduction 
[2, 6–9]. The predicted position of failure was determined 
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Figure 7: Beam no. A4, mid-section, EN 408 bending test: 
a) MOE profiles, maximum resolution; Ea for lamination at 
compression edge (blue curve), Ea for lamination at tension 
edge (red curve), EB for entire beam (black curve), b) MOE 
profiles as in a), but determined for moving average of 150 
mm, c) local MOE variation (Ex) in longitudinal beam 
direction on beam flat surface, and d) beam failure 

 

Figure 8: Beam no. E10, mid-section, EN 408 bending test: 
a) MOE profiles, maximum resolution; Ea for lamination at 
compression edge (blue curve), Ea for lamination at tension 
edge (red curve), EB for entire beam (black curve), b) MOE 
profiles as in a), but determined for moving average of 150 
mm, c) local MOE variation (Ex) in longitudinal beam 
direction on beam flat surface, and d) beam failure 
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by means of the b)-graphs. The images denoted c) show 
the variation of local longitudinal MOE (Ex) over one of 
the flat surfaces of each beam. What is actually seen in the 
c)-images is an assembly of the Ex variation over one of 
the edges of each lamination determined on the basis of dot 
laser scanning of each lamination and subsequent 
transformation of local stiffness properties, in accordance 
with the method presented in [11]. In the d)-images photos 
taken of the beams after failure are exhibited. 

For the beam shown in Figure 7, a rather strong MOE 
localization caused by two distinct knots in the two 
laminations at the tension edge is shown in a). In this case, 
the predicted position of failure and the position of actual 
failure coincided. However, this was not the case for the 
beam in Figure 8, as shown in Figure 8b. The result of a 
comparison between predicted and actual positions of 
failure for all the 50 beams is shown in Table 1. The 
applied criterion was that if the actual failure occurred 
within ±75 mm from the predicted point of failure, the 
failures were considered to be coinciding. 

Table 1: Agreement between predicted and actual position 
of failure 

Beam type Agreement 
[no. of beams] 

Non-agreement 
[no. of beams] 

A 6 4 

B 3 7 

C 4 6 

D 2 8 

E 3 7 

Total 18 32 

From the results presented in Table 1 it can be concluded 
that the possibility of predicting the position of failure by 
means of EB, i.e. the edgewise bending MOE profiles of 
the beams, is limited. Similar results were achieved even if 
the length of the moving average was reduced. The poor 
agreement is explained by the laminating effect, which 
reduces the influence on beam stiffness and strength of 
local weak sections in individual laminations. This effect is 
conspicuous for the beam represented in Figure 8. The 
small variations along the EB profiles presented in the 
graphs a) and b) of Figure 8 are typical for the main part of 
the beams evaluated in this investigation. 

5.2 COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION 
BETWEEN BEAM STRENGTH AND 
DIFFERENT MOEs 

When evaluating the accuracy of a machine strength 
grading method, the coefficient of determination (R2) 
between edgewise bending strength and values of IPs, the 
latter most frequently in terms of various MOE measures, 
is generally investigated. For the method described in [11], 

the IP is determined as the lowest edgewise bending MOE 
found along a timber piece. This value is dependent on the 
chosen moving average length. In Table 2, R2 values 
between beam strength and IP determined for two different 
moving average lengths, 150 mm (denoted IP150) and 80 
mm (denoted IP80), are presented for the total sample of 50 
beams, and also separately for each beam type. The table 
also includes R2 values based on other indicating 
properties; global edgewise bending MOE based on EN 
408 (Eglob), local edgewise bending MOE based on EN 408 
(Eloc), and global axial dynamic MOE (EBeam,dyn,1) of entire 
beams. 

Table 2: R2 between beam bending strength (σm) and IPs 
in terms of different MOEs 

 Beam type 

 A B C D E All 

IP150 0.49 0.23 0.29 0.31 0.43 0.55 

IP80 0.53 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.48 0.56 

Eglob 0.72 0.20 0.31 0.28 0.16 0.57 

Eloc 0.61 0.17 0.26 0.19 0.23 0.52 

EBeam,dyn,1 0.68 0.07 0.01 0.13 0.03 0.48 

The results presented in Table 2 are not entirely 
unambiguous. Rather high R2 values were obtained for 
beam type A, irrespective of chosen IP, whereas relatively 
poor values were generally achieved for the other beam 
types. When all beams were evaluated simultaneously, the 
R2 values for all IPs were on a level that is equivalent with 
what can be achieved when commercial machine strength 
grading methods are applied for grading of structural 
timber. However, it should be underlined that the R2 values 
achieved for all beams is a result of the fact that beams of 
two different qualities, made up of either LS15-laminations 
or LS22-laminations, were simultaneously evaluated by 
means of linear regression. The effect of this approach is 
illustrated in Figure 9. Beam types B (blue coloured 
marks) and E (magenta coloured marks) were made up of 
LS15-laminations, whereas the other beam types, indicated 
by black (type A), red (type C) and green (type D) colour 
marks, were made up of LS22-laminations. Thus, when 
beams of different qualities are evaluated simultaneously, 
the interval covered in terms of both IP and bending 
strength becomes much larger than when beams of only 
one quality are evaluated, resulting in a much higher R2 in 
the former case than in the latter.  

Regarding the R2 values based on the method described in 
[11], the differences presented in Table 2 between values 
determined for two moving average lengths (IP150 and IP80, 
respectively) are fairly small. The relationship between R2 
and the moving average length was investigated in more 
detail. The variation for each beam type was generally 



limited for lengths between 10–150 mm, with somewhat 
higher values between 50–90 mm. 

The large difference in R2 obtained for different beam 
types, as presented in Table 2, is partly explained by 
uncertainty of the regression analysis due to the small 
number of beams of each type. However, the achieved 
results do not show that strength of glulam beams within a 
defined strength class can be predicted by means of an IP 
determined as a localized value of edgewise bending 
MOE. This is hardly surprising, given the strong 
laminating effect observed for the investigated beams. 

 

Figure 9: Scatter plot, all 50 beams. Key: “+” denotes 
beams for which predicted and actual failure positions 
coincide; “o” denotes beams for which these positions 
deviate; Colour key for beam type: Type A – black; Type B 
– blue; Type C – red; Type D – green; Type E – magenta. 

5.3 COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION 
BETWEEN DIFFERENT MOEs 

According to EN 408, the local edgewise bending MOE, 
Eloc, is determined over the length 

hl 51   (6) 

in the mid span of a test set-up shown in Figure 6. Here, 
Eloc was compared with an MOE value denoted IP5h and 
determined as the average of the EB profile over the same 
length l1. As shown in Figure 10, the relationship between 
Eloc and IP5h was very strong, which means that an 
assessment of Eloc can be made on the basis of the MOE 
profile determined in accordance with the method 
described in [11]. For comparison, the relationship 
between Eloc and EBeam,dyn,1 was also calculated and was 
also found to be very strong too; R2 = 0.90. 

 

 

Figure 10: Relationship between local MOE (Eloc) based on 
EN 408 and MOE calculated as averaged IP over a length 
of five times the depth of the beam 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

By means of a new strength grading method [11], axial 
MOE profiles with high resolution can be calculated for 
timber members. In this research, such profiles were 
determined for individual laminations and then utilized for 
calculation of high-resolution edgewise bending MOE 
profiles of glulam beams. Given the high resolution of the 
beam profiles, the possibility of predicting failure position 
by means of MOE localization along the beams was 
investigated. The relationship between localized bending 
MOE values and bending strength of the beams was also 
determined. 

In spite of the high resolution of the evaluated MOE 
profiles, it was found that the investigated relationships 
were rather weak. Of 50 evaluated beams, the position of 
failure was correctly predicted in only about a third, and 
coefficient of determination between localized bending 
MOE and bending strength was generally poor compared 
to the corresponding coefficients of determination that can 
be achieved when the method described in [11] is applied 
for sawn lumber. Still, the calculated localized MOEs are 
as good predictors of bending strength as experimentally 
obtained local or global edgewise bending MOEs, and 
better than what the experimentally determined axial 
dynamic MOE is. The somewhat discouraging results 
regarding prediction of position of failure and coefficient 
of determination between calculated IPs and bending 
strength are explained by the fact that the laminating effect 
of glulam is very strong, which is clearly visualized in this 
research. Even if maximum resolution was used, the MOE 
variation along the beams was small. A typical example is 
shown in Figure 8a. 

Based on moving average calculations, it was found that 
the beam profiles can be applied to accurately predict the 
local edgewise bending MOE determined in accordance 
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with EN 408. This indicates that the high-resolution 
information about MOE distribution in glulam beams can 
serve as a valuable source of information for future 
development of glulam models based on e.g. the finite 
element method and fracture mechanics. 
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